President and General Secretary of the union held an informal meeting with the CMD on 11th instant. Incourse of discussions union representatives enquired upto what extent BSNL will go for 3rd pay revision of BSNL employees. He firmly and stoutly said 15% fitment will be extended to the employees. He, however, appealed to garner more and more revenues. He was told that the workers are conscious very much in this regard.

He was also told that it should be ensured that the materials viz Drop wires, Cables, Telephone sets recently supplied are used for expansion and growth.

**Marr PCOS:** CMD was apprised of that in circles Marr PCOS are lying unutilized. He immediately ordered the concerned officer for their auction etc.

**Valuation of vacant plots:** Union representatives pointed out that in many SSAs BSNL’s plots are lying uncared. He advised that efforts should be to ensure to record their valuation as per present market rate.
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